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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Need of This Study 
If an educational system le to merit the appela- 
tlon of an effective and efficient Institution, It must of 
necessity meet the needs of those for whom It Is Intended. 
If It falls to accomplish this, Its efforts are of no avell 
end It defects lt« purpose. 
Each school In a system may be meeting the minimum 
requirements of the State Board of Education, thereby remain- 
ing on the accredited list; however, It does not follow neces- 
sarily that the eduoetlonal unit Is meeting the needs of the 
patrons of the school and of those who live In the community. 
In order to determine the common needs of the patrons 
of any school, It becomes Imperative that each locality be 
treated as an Individual community.  When the Individuality 
of the community Is taken Into account, It becomes apparent 
that there Is no fixed rule by which an educational standard 
can be set up that will do Justice to eech person or to all 
the people In any locality.  Moreover the needs of the people 
change according to the standards of living and the occupation- 
al habits found In the area. 
In recognition of this fact the State of North Caro- 
lina appointed a commission which has mede a study of the many 
and varied needs of the school system.  This will enable the 
local planning groups to consider the problems confronting 
educetion In a more enlightened manner.  It Is hoped that this 
consideration will In turn procure for the children of the 
state better educational facilities and more adequate equip- 
ment—advantages which will enable them to live e richer and 
fuller life.  Therefore, a study of the curriculum at Pleasant 
Garden High School is needed to determine if all possible means 
ere being employed to meet the needs of the pupils of the 
school.  Although much time and effort were spent in the state 
survey, the findings deal in generalities and do not answer 
the questions concerning the problems of every community. 
The Community 
In order to find and solve problems of any locality, 
it is necessary that the characteristics of the region be stud- 
led.  Difficulty le immediately encountered in undertaking a 
survey of Pleasant Garden and vicinity, for it is neither town 
nor country in all aspects.  It Is true that many of its In- 
habitants earn a living by farming, but it Is equally true that 
many more gain their livelihood at occupations that take them 
outside the community during working hours. 
Since the problems under study are neither urban nor 
rural, It is, therefore, necessary to seek their solutions in 
tne immediate locality, and the more knowledge that Is gained 
of the characteristics of the community, the more Intelligent 
can the efforts toward solving its problems be. 
Pleasant Garden and vicinity Is typical of many set- 
tlements In the Piedmont Carolina, and If the trend in industrial 
development Is eny Index of the future, there will be meny 
more such ereee.  Since Pleasant Garden Is typical of many 
communities In the Piedmont Carolina, this study should shed 
some light on the problems and difficulties facing thla whole 
Industrial aree. 
The Problem 
In attempting to solve the problem, An Evaluation 
of the Secondary Curriculum of a Suburban School in the Caro- 
lina Piedmont, the following sub-problems arise: 
1. What la the history of the community? 
2. Wnat are the occupations of tne people 
of the community? 
3. What Is the curriculum of the school? 
4-.  Wnat Is the attitude of tne school 
clientele? 
5.  What concluslona can be drawn with re- 
spect to the curriculum and what recom- 
mendations can be made In the light of 
the findings? 
Method 
In  order to  prevent  a duplication  of theme,   the 
following works  were  oonsulted:     Bibliography of Research 
Studies   In Education,   1926 to  19^0.   List  of   Doctoral  Disser- 
tations,   1927 to  193S,   Journal  of  Educational Research,   Sep- 
tember,.1939 to May, 1944,   and the International Index of  Per- 
iodicals,   July  1924 to  1948. 
Tne  references  consulted reveal no  effort   to   solve 
the problems   of  Piedmont Carolina's   suburban schools  during 
this   period.     Any writing  prior to the  earliest  of   the works 
consulted is obsolete  end would be of little  velue  In throwing 
light  on today's problems,   as  communities and educational meth- 
ods  have changed greatly since  this dete. 
It can be  safely concluded efter consulting the above 
references  that nothing has been undertaken in this field that 
will   in any way aid or hinder the obtaining of  solutions of   the 
problems of Piedmont Carolina's   suburban  school  areas. 
In order to determine the needs of  the  people of  the 
Pleasant Garden Community,   it  is necessary to learn what occu- 
pations they follow.     This   information wes  obtained by a ques- 
tionnaire   sent   to  three hundred fifty-one family groups,   repre- 
senting  seven hundred thirty-four adults.     The results of the 
questionnaire were then checked by consulting the  school  records. 
Tne questionnaire will be  found in Appendix A,   and  tne  results 
will  be given   in Table I. 
After classifying  the occupations  reported by the 
school patrons,   as   shown  in Table  II,   a   survey to  determine  the 
attitude of tne  patrons  toward the  curriculum and activities 
of   the school was made by meens of  a questionnaire   (Appendix C)» 
wnlch went  to  a  selected number of   persons   in  each  occupational 
group.     The number of questionnaires sent  to members  of  each 
occupational group was determined  by the  numerical   relation of 
that  group to   all  the employed patrons   of  the school. 
CHAPTER II 
MlSTORjt 
The village of Pleasant Garden Is located almost In 
the center of Fentress Township, eignt miles south of Greens- 
boro, on State Hlgnway 22, In the soutnern part of Gullford 
County.  (See Figures 1 and 2.)  Interest of tne school patrons 
Is not oentered In the village alone, for the community ex- 
tends over a large pert of Fentress Township, and from all this 
area come the pupils who ettend the scnool located In the vil- 
lage.  Greensboro, however, Is the only city neor enough to 
affect the habits of the people and they depend upon this trad- 
ing center for many of their necessities and recreational 
activities. 
Until 1921 the community was In an Isolated condi- 
tion, for roads were poor end trensportstion was slow and dif- 
ficult. There were few homes in the village in the beginning 
of the present century, and relatively few in the surrounding 
erea.  Tne people, many of them farmers, worked near home. 
Although there existed e passenger trein service, both north 
and south, the schedules were euoh thet they did not help 
those who wished to work out of the community.  For lnstanoe, 
tnose people who were employed In Greensboro and who commuted 
by trein would arrive hours before time to begin work and 
nave to wait as long a time to stert beck home. 
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The only means  of   travel  besides   the train was by 
horseback,   buggy,   or wagon.     The  trip to Greensboro,   a dis- 
tance  of eight miles,   consumed two hours  by buggy and the 
slowness of wagon travel occasioned only trips of  great ne- 
cessity.     These   conditions  account for the   small number of 
people who worked In the   city end commuted.     The few who were 
employed there   boarded In  town and returned to  their homes 
only over the week-ends. 
Much  of the   early history of   the community has  to be 
obtained from observation and Investigation,   for It   Is surpris- 
ing how meager  the written  records  are.     In fact  the  only 
available reference  la  the History of Gullford County,   written 
In 1902,   which  discusses Fentress Township but which falls to 
mention the name of any village   south of Greensboro.     It   Is 
known,   however,   tnat  there were homes  In this vicinity before 
1902,   for the  architectural   style of the houses Indicate  their 
ninteenth-century erection. 
Although  the population was  small,   there  existed an 
Interest  in education among  the people of  the Pleasant Garden 
community for many years,   and this  Interest was   sufficient  to 
support  a  paying  institution of  learning,   for,   ae Keller 
states: 
The Pleasant Garden Classical School 
for males and females opened In I869 with 
Rev. T. S. Whlttington, A. M. principal. 
The sessions were 20 weeks In length.  The 
tuition was from $b to &16 per session and 
board was ¥7 per month.* 
1. W. C. Jones, Greensboro Record, November lb, 19^0, 
Such institutions were great improvements in the 
field of education, but nevertheless, as Jones suggests: 
These schools were generally not much 
more than subscription schools, on a 
better financial basis, chartered by 
the legislature.2 
There is no record of the length of time that the 
Pleasant Garden Classical School remained in operation as no 
mention is made of it in written records of the present cen- 
tury.  Yet the older inhabitants of the area still speak of 
the Academy, as tne old school is now called, but all such 
references are vague and little specific information can be 
obtained.  However, tradition locates the sight of the Clas- 
sical Sohool where the Pleasant Garden School now stands. 
Very little attention was given to improving travel 
conditions In Fentress Township in the early part of the pres- 
ent century, and the only road leading from Pleasant Garden to 
Greensboro was one of sand and gravel which crossed the rail- 
road four times in Its winding about the countryside.  (3ee 
Figure 3.)  The old roadbed is still discernible and much of 
it is used as secondary means of travel.  There were no im- 
proved highways leading south from Pleasant Garden until 1921 
when the people of Guilford County awoke to the need of bet- 
ter modes of communication.  It was in tnat year that the 
Good Roads Association was formed and began its work to create 
2. W. C. Jones, Greensboro Record, November lb, 19*4-0. 
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Interest and action In good roads.     At  a meeting attended by 
representatives   from all   sections of Gullford County It was 
resolved that   the Good Roads Association, 
Appoint a committee  of three  In each 
township In Gullford County to call  a  good 
roads meeting and to  organize,   Immediately, 
a Farmer's Good Roads Association  In the 
respective  townships,   and after organiza- 
tion   select   a committee of three to   study 
the needs  of  their townships end to   represent 
them  at  ell  future meetings of  the   county 
organization.3 
It appears  that   such a move was a very good one,   for 
It  did not take  the association long to  get   action.      In Maroh 
of   the same year the  County Commission's  report   shows that  the 
group had resolved to  complete  some road work,   as   the following 
note   Indicates, 
Roads from Pleasant Garden to   Climax,   a 
distance of  about four miles,   penetration system; 
road from Climax to Julian,   a distance of about 
four miles,   sand and clay.* 
More  improvements were accomplished with the laying 
of   the first  paved highway through Pleasant Garden   in 1921. 
Over a mile  of   the  three miles  of  this   initial construction 
formed the main  thoroughfare  of the village.     However,   the 
roads  north and  south were   still of   sand and clay or gravel. 
(See Figure  3.)     In 1926  the  roadbed between Pleasant Garden 
and Highway 421 was moved  to   the east of the railroad and 
3. "Good Roads",   Greensboro Patriot,   January 24-,   1921. 
4. Road Commission's Report,   Greensboro  Patriot, 
March 31,   1921. 
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paved,   and the   link south to State Highway 62 was  hard- 
5 
surfaced In 19^7.     (See Figure 4-.) 
This   road work opened up a much larger area  of   con- 
tact   for the  farmers  of   Fentrees Township and also  for the 
people of the village of Pleasant Garden.     This   means  of com- 
munication  also attracted new settlers  to  both the   village   end 
the  surrounding   districts.     With the  Increase In population 
grew a demand for better educational opportunities. 
Consolidation  Begun 
The  records  of the Gullford County School   Board show 
that  the   people  of Fentress Township have  been  Interested In 
education from  the   eerly years of the  present   century,   for a 
petition was  sent  to   the  Gullford County School  Board by the 
citizens  of  the Plney Grove Community asking   that  a  school   be 
established there.     On November 7i   1903>   tne County School 
Board,   as the  minutes   indicate, 
Ordered that  a school be  established at 
the  Plney Grove  school building  in Sumner 
Township.6 
The  location of   the Plney Grove School   in Sumner 
Township was an error,   since the lines of the two  townships 
are   three miles   south of the  location  of Plney Grove.     With- 
out  a doubt   this building was   in Fentress.     The  building  still 
stands and Is  used as  a  residence.     (See Figure  2.) 
5.     John Berry,   Highway Section Foreman's Dally 
Work Report,   1921-19^7. 
b.     Thomas A.   Sharps,   Minutes of the Meetings  of 
the Gullford County 3chool   Board,   November 7.   1905. 
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In addition to the one mentioned above, the Opera- 
tions Budget of the Schools of Gullford County for 1905 shows 
the following schools In operation In Fentress Township: 
Tucker, east of U. S. Highway 4-21, on the line between Clay 
and Fentress Townships; Rugby, a half mile east of the village 
of Pleasant Garden; Fields, In the Climax community; and Cedar 
nlll In Vendalla.  Rugby was the only one In the vicinity of 
Pleasant Garden and it Is presumed that It wes the village 
school.  All of these small institutions contained only two 
or three rooms.  Later some had to close because of lack of 
students. 
There Is no mention of an educational Institution 
by tne name of Pleasant Garden until 1905 when the following 
entry was made in the minutes of the Gullford County School 
Board: 
The following were appointed a building 
committee for the Pleasant Garden School, John 
C. Klnnette, of Pleasant Garden, J. S. Hodge, 
of Greensboro Route 1, and C. T. Weatherly, Greens- 
boro Route 1.' 
There is also no mention In the school board min- 
utes of the circumstances or of the date of the closing of 
a sohool in Fentress Township known as Oak Grove, but there 
Is a record of Its reopening In the following entry: 
Township Committee of Fentress having 
recommended the reestabllshment of Oak Grove, 
it wes so ordered and the location of school 
houses of Fentress was left with the Township 
Committee, with power to sell old buildings.0 
7. T. R. Foust, Minutes of the Meetings of the Gullford 
County School Board, February 4, 1905. 
8. Ibid., March *+■, 1905. 
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Immediately after the action to reopen Oak Grove, 
the name Rugby disappears from the county records and the name 
Pleasant Garden appears.  It Is presumed therefore that Rugby 
had replaced Oak Grove and, that when the authority to rees- 
tablish Oak Grove was granted, the name was changed to Pleas- 
ant Garden. 
Although the village of Fleasant Garden was author- 
ized to establish a school in 1905* the needs of the children 
were not met, for there still did not exist any educational op- 
portunities higher than those of the elementary grades. Ef- 
forts were made to create interest in education on the sec- 
ondary level, but these attempts were slow in bearing fruit. 
The High School Movement 
As early as 1903 the State General Education Board 
began to encourage the erection of high schools end  made avail- 
able, to the first township in each county to provide such 
facilities, one thousand dollars for the maintenance of the 
building.  Fentrees Township took advantage of this offer, 
and during the administration of Thomas A. Sharps as county 
superintendent of education, voted a special tax for such a 
purpose.  The high school was later established under the 
direction of T. R. Foust, superintendent of education of 
Gullford County from 19C4 to 19^9. 
The positive action of the county school board to 
provide secondary educational facilities to Fentrees Township 
~%—Interview with E. D. Idol, February IS, 1950. 
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came In 1905 when at a regular meeting, 
It was ordered that one extra room for 
high school work be put In the building that 
was to be erected In Pleasant Garden, end 
that all the school subjects In Fentress Town- 
ship be allowed to attend the high school free, 
after they had reached a grade to be fixed by 
the County Superintendent of Education.15 
Apparently tne opening of a high school wes, for some 
reason not mentioned in the county records, delayed for two 
years, for, as Mr. Foust reports in 1906, 
One year ago there were established in 
Gullford County two public high schools 
(Pleasent Garden and Jamestown) to which 
pupils from any part of Gullford County can 
go without paying tuition.  These two high 
schools have a four year course, so that now 
the rural schools of the county take cere of 
all the children from the lowest grede to 
college preparation or the equivalent.  Al- 
though these schools have been established 
only one yeer, tnere were 52 pupils doing 
exclusively high school work during the past 
year.11 
The community of Pleasant Garden and vicinity grew 
slowly.  However, in 1907 a roller mill was opened.  Later 
other businesses were established in the area, but there is 
no written record of tne date of their opening or closing.  A 
chair factory, a sash and blind factory, and a furniture manu- 
facturing shop were established early in the century, and 
these gave employment opportunities to more of the residents 
of the locality,  let as late as 1925 there was still only 
10. T. R. Foust, Minutes of the Meetings of the 
Gullford County School Board, February 4, 1905. 
11. T. R. Foust, "Education in Gullford County", 
Greensboro Dally News, May 12, 1906. 
IS 
one store in the area, that operated by the Pleasant Garden 
Company and known as the company store. 
With the addition of otner places of employment in 
the community, more people moved in and the school showed an 
Increase in population.  Tne smeller schools in the vicinity 
were still in operation end they kept many pupils from demanding 
admittance to the village school, but after the construction of 
the improved macadamized road from Greensboro to Pleasant Garden 
in 1921, the Guilford County School Board began to close them 
as the minutes indicate: 
At the regular meeting held Saturday, 
July 4-, 1921, (the Guilford County School Board) 
decided to abolish the Cedar Hill School, and 
the patrons of the school will be transported to 
Pleasant Garden from now on. ^ 
This action of tne board increased the enrollment of 
the Institution.  Likewise the Tucker School had closed two 
years earlier, and, with the abolishment of each smaller unit, 
the demands on the Pleasant Garden School grew. 
The Fields School in the Climax community was operated 
in 1920 and 1921, but county records show that its name was 
changed in 1922 to Oak Hill.  Classes were teugnt there until 
1925, but after that date the pupils were transported to Pleas- 
ant Garden In spite of the fact tnat, 
Some of tne citizens from the Oak Hill School 
District, Fentress Township, Requested the Board 
to run the school this year.15 
12. T. R. Foust, Minutes of the Meetings of the Guil- 
ford County School Board, July 4, 1921. 
13. Ibid., August 16, 1925. 
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However, this move met with failure ae the entry 
shows, 
The school had automatically been abolished 
because the averasre attendance had dropped below 
thirty (30). The petition was received, but nok 
action wee   taken by the board at  this meeting.14 
The Monnett  school was next to feel the  effect of 
the   consolidation movement and Its  doors were  closed In 1928. 
Its   pupils and those  of Tabernacle which ceased to  operate 
one   year later were sent  to  Pleasant Garden.1->     But   even be- 
fore  these two unite were added,   Pleasant Garden School had 
made much progress,   and,   In 1922,   as the  records  Indicate, 
It  merited the  following  citation, 
A well-rounded high school with well  trained 
leadership end teaching  force,   with full high 
echool  courses,   with the  becking  of  a splendidly 
organised community feeling,  with rounded plans 
of  activity  .   .   .   and was   rated by  the State 
Department   as  In the  same  high rank   (standard).1" 
Another factor that  contributed much to  the  devel- 
opment of   the Pleasant Garden Sohool was the rapid  Increase 
In   population of Fentress Township during the   past  thirty 
years.     In 1920  three hundred nlnteen homes located In Fen- 
tress were listed on  the Guilford County Tax Roll,    '   but  In 
14. Ibid.,   August   28,   1926. 
15. Revised and Final Budget of Guilford County 
School Board, 1926 to 1931. 
16. "Guilford County Schools", Greensboro Dally 
News, August 16, 1922. 
17. Gullford County Tax Roll, 1920. 
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19^9 the number had grown to over six hundred fifty.16 (See 
Figures 5 and 6.)  With an Increase In homes there followed 
an lncreeee In pupils and this celled for more classroom 
space; hence In 1941 two additions were erected at Pleesent 
Garden, the home economics end physical education buildings. 
With the completion of these needed structures, the program 
of activities was expanded so that the needs of the 600 pu- 
pils reporting for classes In September, 19^9, could be bet- 
ter met. 
Having considered the difficulties encountered by 
the Inhabitants of the village of Pleasant Garden and the 
surrounding community In the early pert of the present cen- 
tury and also the Improvements that have been made In this 
area, the problem of the school In meeting the needs of the 
people becomes more apparent.  Tnls Information gives back- 
ground thet will be of great help In continuing the study of 
the Evaluation of the Secondary Curriculum of a Suburban 
School In the Cerollna Piedmont In the remaining chapters 
of this study. 
18. Map of (rullford County Highway Commission, 1949. 
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CHAPTER III 
OCCUPATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCES 
OF THE PLEASANT GARDEN SCHOOL PATRONS 
There Is a direot relation between what a 
person does and whet he should know, and it becomes the 
duty of the school to offer to him the opportunities that 
will best equip him to meet the demands of his occupation- 
al environment.  Since this study is an Evaluation .of the 
Secondary Curriculum of a Suburban School in the Carolina 
Pledmont,.lt will be very helpful in understanding the 
Pleasant Garden situation to know the occupations of those 
who live in the area studied. 
As has been stated in Chapter II, the Pleasant 
Garden community is composed of three elements, the people 
who live within the small village, those who live in the 
country and who farm, and those who live in the country 
but who do not farm.  Many of these latter seek the free- 
dom and quiet of country life but gain their livelihood 
outside the community. 
One fact that does not help the employment situ- 
ation in the community Is the scarolty of business houses 
located there.  With only thirty-four such establishments 
employing one hundred forty-eight people, many of whom 
were not included in the survey, it can clearly be seen 
that the Jobs are far out-numbered by Job-seekers.  This 
fact is more clearly shown by Table I, which gives the 
2± 
TABLE  I 
TYPES  OF BUSIirSSS ESTABLISH S'/TS 
AIID ITUM3SR CF '..ORKBHS  
XI1ID KTT3EE FULL  HMH WORKERS    PART Ti:E WORKERS 
Barber Shops 1 
Beauty Parlors 2 
Brick Yards 1 
Dentist Offices 1 
Doctor?  Offices 2 
Department  Stores 1 
Dry Cleaning Sst. 1 
Furniture Factories 2 
Furniture Stores 1 
Grist Mills 1 
Oara 3 
Grocery Stores I* 
Hardware Stores 1 
Jewelry   tores 1 
ber Yards 2 
Post  Offices 1 
Sr.w MillB 1 
Service Stations 4 
Soda Shops 1 
Variety Stores 1 
Cabinet Shops 2 
1 
1 
23 
0* 
0* 
2 
k 
72 
1 
1 
3 
8 
2 
1 
8 
2 
3 
k 
1 
2 
k 
Total 3^ 148 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
k 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
*Doe? not include professional man. 
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types of  businesses and  the   small number of full  end pert- 
time workers  employed in  them. 
The   table given sbove   shows  thirty-four business 
esteblishments   employing one hundred forty-eight persons,   but 
when an enelysis is mede,   it will be  found that s  very smell 
pert  of the   school  petrons   ere workers   in these pieces. 
Detells  of Method 
To  determine the   clesses of  occupetion of  the mem- 
bers  of families who heve  children in attendance at   the Pleas- 
ant  Garden School,   and of   those who heve greduated from it, 
s  questionnelre   (See Appendix A)  was  prepared and  sent out 
to each family group represented in the school,   copies of the 
questionnaire  being given to the eldest  onild in  each family 
group to take home with him.     This method was used beoause 
it has  been employed in the   school   in  the  past and  is  still 
in use for all  notices  end requests for inforraetlon. 
Responses to the  questionnaire were received from 
three hundred fifty-one femlly groups   representing  seven 
hundred thirty-four adult  persons.     The   information furn- 
lsned was   classified end entered on Table II. 
An  analysis  of tftle   information shows thet  ferming 
is  greetly outnumbered in  this  community by other  occups- 
tions.     This  situation gives   the community of Pleesent Ger- 
den   its  suburban  characteristics.     These  feots are  shown 
better when the occupations  and the number of persons in 
each,   together with the location of their Jobs,   are given 
in tabulation  form.     Table   III  furnishes information  showing 
the number employed. 
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TABLE  II 
FULL  AND  PART-TIME OCCUPATIONS  OF   SCHOOL  PATRONS 
OCCUPATION Full time Part time Total Percent 
Housewives 160 11 191 26.02 
Farmers 101 10 111 15.12 
Textile Workers 77 2 79 10.76 
Sales Persons 73 5 76 10.62 
Carpenters 23 3 26 03.54 
Mechanics 25 l 26 03.54 
Electricians 21 0 21 02.86 
Students 20 0 20 02.73 
Clerical Workers 19 1 20 02.73 
Furniture Workers 12 3 15 02.04 
Truck Drivers 12 3 15 02.04 
Railroad Men 10 4 14 01.90 
Express Clerks 7 3 10 OI.36 
Meat Packers 10 o 10 01.36 
Teachers 5 3 6 01.06 
Laborers 8 0 S 01.06 
Machinists 4 2 6 00.82 
Painters 4 1 5 00.68 
Nurses 5 0 5 00.68 
Linesmen 4 0 4 00.55 
Ministers 2 2 4 00.55 
Telephone Operators 3 0 3 00.40 
Utility Meter Readers 3 0 3 00.40 
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TABLE  II   CONTINUED 
FULL AND  PART-TIME OCCUPATIONS OF  SCHOOL  PATRONS 
OCCUPATION Full Time Part-Time Total Percent 
Fertilizer Mfg. 2 
r4
 3 00.40 
Grist Mill 
Operators 1 2 3 00.40 
Tile Setters 3 0 3 00.40 
Law  Enforcers 3 0 3 00.40 
Stenographers 3 0 3 00.40 
Plumbers 2 1 3 00.40 
Laundry Workers 3 0 3 00.40 
Poultry Dressers 3 0 3 00.40 
Newspaper Ken 3 0 3 00.40 
Poultry Farmers 3 0 3 00.40 
Pressers 2 0 2 00.27 
Seamstresses 0 2 2 00.27 
Garment Factory 
Workers 1 1 2 00.27 
Construction 
Engineers 1 1 2 00.27 
Dairymen 2 0 2 00.27 
Post Office Clerks 1 1 2 00.27 
Miscellaneous 2 0 2 00.27 
TOTAL 670 64 73* 100.00 
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TABLE III 
LOCATION OF OCCUPATIONS OF SCHOOL PATRONS 
OCCUPATIONS   NOT WORKING FOR 
WAGES 
WORKING IN 
COMMUNITx 
WORKING OUT OF 
COMMUNITl 
Housewives 191 191 
Farmers 111 111 
Textile Workers 0 79 
Sales People 21 57 
Carpenters 0 26 
Mechanics 3 23 
Electricians 1 20 
Students 20 0 20 
Clerical 1 19 
Furnltur*e Workers 15 0 
Truck Drivers 0 15 
Railroad Men 0 14- 
American Express Cl< srks 0 10 
Meat Packers 0 10 
Teacners 8 0 
Laborers 6 2 
Lumbermen b 0 
Machinists 0 6 
Painters 1 4- 
Nurses 0 5 
Telephone Linesmen 0 4 
Ministers * 0 
Telephone Operators 0 3 
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TAbLE III CONTINUED 
LOCATION OF OCCUPATIONS OF SCHOOL PATROLS 
OCCUPATIONS   NOT WORKING FOR 
WAGES 
WORKING IN 
COMMUNITl 
NOT WORKING IN 
COMMUNITl 
Utility Meter 
Readers 3 
Fertilizer Plant 
Workers 3 
Grist Mill 
Operators 3 
Tile Setters 3 
Law Enforcers 3 
Stenographers 3 
Plumbers 3 
Laundry Supervisors 3 
Poultry Dressers    3 3 
Newspaper Men 3 
Poultry Raisers     3 3 
Prespers l l 
Seamstresses l l 
Garment Factory Workers 2 
Engineers 2 
Dairy Operators     2 2 
Post Office Workers 2 0 
Miscellaneous 2 
TOTAL 3S3 351 
Not on public Jobs 320 
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When the writer composed Tables   II and III,   it be- 
came   evident that  these tebles were too unwieldy to  be used 
successfully in  reaching  conclusions  concerning the  needs of 
the people of the area studied.     It,   therefore,   became imper- 
ative to   attempt  to meke  a workable  instrument  from  the  in- 
formation  furnished by these  two  tpbles.     The results of  such 
an attempt are shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
OCCUPATIONS  OF  SCHOOL  PATRONS  CLASSIFIED 
OCCUPATIONS NUMBER PERCENT 
Homemakers 191 
Skilled Laborers 190 
Fermere ll4 
Distribution Workers 76 
Transportation Workers 39 
Clerical Workers 23 
Students 20 
Professionals 17 
Food Processors 15 
Laborers 13 
Manufacturers 11 
Communication Workers 10 
Miscellaneous Workers 13 
26.02 
25.77 
15.53 
IO.63 
5.^0 
3.13 
2.72 
2.30 
2.04 
1.S0 
1.50 
1.36 
1.S0 
TOTAL 73^ 100.00 
With a reduction of classification of occupations 
from forty-one to thirteen, it becomes possible to make a more 
Intelligent effort toward intrepreting the results of the 
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questionnaire  in  the light of the needs  of   the community and 
the  ability of the school to meet these needs.    This  classi- 
fication shows   thet   seventy-five percent  of the workers are 
grouped in five   occupations,   with homeraakers  comprising 
twenty-six percent of the whole group and skilled laborers 
high in the scsle with over  twenty-five  percent in  this  class- 
ification.     These groups are  followed by the farmers,   who rep- 
resent only fifteen percent  of the working populetion.    The 
next  two,   workers  in distribution and transportation,   repre- 
sent  a percent   equal  to  that of the farmers.     The  rtmalnlng 
classes of   employment  are  spread over   eight occupations, 
which  cleim only thirteen percent of those  employed. 
Vocational Preferences of Students 
A vocational   interest  questionnaire was  also given 
each student in  Pleasant Garden  High School.     (See  Appendix B) 
The questionnaire was  submitted to  one hundred fifty 
boys  and girls   and responses were received from all   of them. 
Of  tnls number,   ten girls and fifteen boys indicated that they 
have  not made up their minds about  choice of a career.     When 
contacted  in personal   conferences,   many of these  same pupils 
declared that   they had given   the question of their  future 
very little thought. 
The tabulation of vocetlonal  interests for both 
boys   and girls  will be found in Teble V.     This  teble  reflects 
the vocational  Interests of seventy-nine girls and seventy- 
one boys. 
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Vocational Interests of Girls 
Among the girls secretarial work led In Interest, 
with twenty Indicating that they had made this choice for 
their life work.  Teaching was second In the list, while the 
third place was occupied by telephone and sales work.  House 
work and nursing tied for fourth place.  However, from find- 
ings In Tables II and IV showing the number of textile workers 
among school patrons, It Is presumed that many of these girls 
will finally follow the footsteps of their fathers and mothers 
end will work In the textile mills of North Carolina, yet not 
one of them divulged such an Inclination on the questionnaire. 
Vocational Interests of Boys 
In the questionnaire on vocational preferences 
given the boys, every selection was used In the table, but 
some of those choices were mentioned only once.  Among the 
boys farming led In interest, with eleven Indicating that 
they had made this choice.  Selling placed second with eight 
expressing Interest.  Carpentering, mechanics, and railroad- 
ing claimed third place In the selecting, with five express- 
ing Interest In each of these occupations.  Radio, law, medi- 
cine, end Journalism were In fourth place, with three boys 
expressing Interest In each of these fields. 
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TABLE V 
VOCATIONAL  PREFERENCES  OF   STUDENTS 
VOCATIONS BOlS GIRLS COLLEGE* 
Secretaries 0 20 12 
Teachers 0 13 13 
Sales Persona 8 9 6 
Farmers 11 0 2 
Housewives 0 7 2 
Nurses 0 7 7 
Carpenters 5 o 0 
Mechanics 5 0 0 
Telephone Operators 0 7 0 
Doctors 3 0 3 
Lawyers 3 0 3 
Journalists 3 0 3 
Railroad Workers 5 0 0 
Radio Announcers 3 0 3 
Horse Raisers l 2 o 
Truck Drivers 2 0 o 
Missionaries 0 1 1 
Horticulturists 2 1 0 
Librarians 0 1 1 
Steel Workers 1 0 0 
• Indicated a desire to attend college after high school 
graduation. 
It  Is   surprising  that no boy expressed a  desire to 
work  In textiles,   but from findings of the occupetlone of the 
parents   It Is  presumed they too will have a large   representa- 
tion  In the mills. 
A fact worthy of   Interest  Is   that  forty-four of the 
seventy-nine girls and fourteen of the  seventy-one  boys were 
Interested in  employment  requiring training higher than they 
can  receive In   the Pleasant Garden  school with the  present 
curriculum. 
Summary 
The  Pleesent Garden community  is located  in Fentress 
Township in the  southern part  of Gullford County.     The  exact 
population is   not known,   but the community is  spread over most 
of  the  township.     The main occupations  represented are those 
of  farming,   selling,   and textile manufacturing,   with thirty- 
five percent of all wage  earners engaged In one of the three. 
With only thirty-four business  establishments in  the community, 
most of the wage earners  are  obliged to   seek  employment out- 
side the locality.     Housewives,   representing twenty-six percent 
of   the  total,   were the largest  single  group responding to the 
occupational   questionnaire. 
This  questionnaire was used not only to   determine 
the kind of work engaged In by the patrons of Pleasant Garden 
School  but also to determine the location of their place of 
employment.     The results  of tne employment questionnaire show 
that the two groups,   salespersons and textile workers,   comprise 
the  largest   segment of wage   earners and  establish  the   fact that 
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over eighty-one percent  of  the patrons  of the school are 
obliged to leave  the community to   seek  employment. 
There is no  prospect  for further industrial devel- 
opment within  the school   community and it does not now appear 
that  a great   change will   take place  any time  soon  in the voca- 
tional   opportunities of those living  in   the Pleasant Garden 
community. 
CHAPTER  IV 
THE CURRICULUM  OF  PLEASANT  GARDEN  HIGH  SCHOOL 
Since   this study Is  en evaluation of  the   curriculum 
of  Pleasant Garden High School,   It becomes obligatory to  de- 
fine   the term curriculum.     This word has  conveyed different 
Ideas  to different people  during the past  decades.     One of  these 
concepts,   which has persisted far Into  the present   century,   la 
that   It  Is a list of subjects   taught In  classes from textbooks. 
All   other activities were  classed as  extra-curricular and 
frowned upon by both parents   and educators.     However,   Florence 
Stratemeyer departed from this   Idea end defined curriculum as 
that  whloh   Mlnclude(s)   the whole body of  experiences which 
condition and make up the total  activity of the child for whloh 
1 
the   school   assumes responsibility."       Today this  ooncept of the 
term  curriculum,   accepted by all   educators and moat  parents, 
has   caused the   expression,   extra-curricular,   to disappear from 
sohool usage.     Today most  school  systems   Include all  activities 
under the term  curriculum.     Therefore  the  Stratemeyer Idea of 
the curriculum la the accepted one In  thla  atudy. 
Factors  Influencing the  Curriculum 
There are,   however,   certain  factora which  Influence 
the   content of  the Pleaaant Garden High School curriculum; 
1. Hollla L. Caswell and Doak S. Campbell, Readings 
In Curriculum Development. New Xork: American Book Company, 
1937T    pTTSo. 
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namely the department of public Instruction, college entrance 
requirements, local needs, end the smell number of teachers 
assigned to the faculty.  The factor of the greatest Influence 
Is the state department of public Instruction, which makes It 
mandatory that designated subjects and activities be Included 
In the school curriculum If accredited status Is to be main- 
tained.  Colleges are almost as adamant In insisting that cer- 
tain traditional subjects be required of the high school grad- 
uate If his work Is to be recognized by the Institutions of 
higher learning.  However, since the establishment and main- 
tenance of schools Is primarily for the purpose of meeting the 
needs of the people of the community, It follows that such 
needs must be considered In planning the curriculum of the 
Institution if It la to fulfill Its purpose.  But, even if It 
were possible to discount all other Influences brought to bear 
upon curriculum planning, the lack of sufficient personnel 
would inevitably limit the subjects and activities that can be 
Included in the curriculum of any school. 
Courses Offered 
Pleasant Garden High School offers three courses of 
study, but specific mention of them is seldom heard.  Neverthe- 
less, when an examination is made of the content of each, there 
appears a readily recognizable distinction.  These courses are 
designed for those who wish to continue their education by at- 
tending college, for those who wish to enter business, and for 
those who are inclined neither toward college nor to a business 
career.  For convenience in this study the courses offered by 
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the Pleasant Garden High School will be classified as college 
preparatory, business preparatory, and the general course. 
The requirements of each of these courses will be found In 
Table VI. 
The Influence of the state department of public in- 
struction is reflected in the subject matter included in the 
general course, which, as can be seen from the following table, 
adheres olosely to the schedule of subjects required for grad- 
uation by the state. 
TABLE VII 
2 
STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
SUBJECTS UNITS 
English 
Mathematics 
Social  Science 
Science 
Health and Physical Education 
Electlves 
4 
1 
2 
2 
1 
6 
Total lb 
The content of the college preparatory course Is af- 
fected by the prerequisites established by many colleges.  The 
high schools are obliged to strive to prepare graduates to enter 
institutions of higher learning on the same unit level as all 
other young people entering the freshman class.  Likewise, local 
2. Handbook for Elementary and Secondary Schools 19^7. 
Raleigh:  State Department of Public Instruction, 194/. 
rihoa 
ON TABLE VI 
COURSES  OFFERED  IN  THE  PLEASANT GARDEN  HIGH  SCHOOL 
GENERAL uOLLEGE PREPARATORY BU3INESS PREPARATORx 
English 
Mathematics 
American History  1 unit 
World History or 
Sociology and 
Economics 
Biology 
Agriculture or 
Home Economics 
Second lear 
4 units General Course 10 units General Course 10 units 
1 unit French 2 units Bookkeeping 2 units 
Algebra (Second leer) 
or Geometry 1 unit Typing 1 unit 
Electives 3 units Electives 3 units 
1 unit 
1 unit 
1 unit 
Health and 
Physical Education 1 unit 
Electives b units 
Total lb units lb units lb units 
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needs of students are responsible for the growth of the bus- 
iness preparatory course, end the subjects offered by it ere 
those demanded by a career in business. 
All students of tne school, regardless of their 
choice of course, are obliged to complete four years of Eng- 
lish, one year of biology, one year of American history, one 
of health and physical education combined, one of mathematics, 
which may be eitner general mathematics or first year algebra, 
and one of world history or sociology and economics. 
Students who wisn to enter oollege must take, in ad- 
dition to the general course, two years of French, one year of 
advanced algebra, one year of plane geometry, and a second 
year of science.  Since the school does not offer this second 
year of science, it becomes necessary for the student to sub- 
stitute eitner agriculture or home economics.  Owing to a 
ruling of the state department of instruction, any pupil who 
is obliged to make the substitution of either home economics 
or agriculture for a science course will of necessity take a 
second yeer of one or the other because only the unit earned 
in the second or third year of either can replace a science 
credit.  Because of this ruling there is left to the student 
only two electlves with which to fulfill the requirements of 
graduation.  These two electlves may be chosen from distrib- 
utive education, dramatics, typing, or bookkeeping. 
Those who wish to take the business preparatory 
course are obliged to meet the general requirements, to wnich 
must be added two years of bookkeeping and two years of typing. 
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This course allows for four eleotlves, which may be selected 
from distributive education, home economics, dramatics, ag- 
riculture, Frencn, or second year algebra.  The number of elec- 
tlves In the general course Is greeter then that In the other 
courses, for the students ere allowed to choose from seven 
subjects.  These seven optional units may be selected from 
first or second year French, first or second year algebra, 
nome economics, agriculture, first or second yerr bookkeeping, 
first or second year typing, or dramatics.  Yet these choices 
are limited because of the difficulty encountered In trying 
to make a schedule that will allow the student to enroll In 
all the courses he desires to take. 
The small number of teachers assigned to the Pleas- 
ant Garden High School makes It very difficult to plan a cur- 
riculum with any breadth to It.  Consequently, the number of 
subjects that can be offered In each grade, as shown In Table 
VIII, Is limited. 
Content of the Curriculum 
The method of designating tne various subjects in 
the curriculum is cle*r to those who work in the school, but 
Inasmuch as there is no method in use that Is uniform for all 
educational unite, confusion may easily result if en attempt 
is made to Interpret the scheduled subjects by one unfamiliar 
with the accepted terms in the Fleesant Garden High School. 
For instance, the four years of English are labeled English I, 
II, III, and IV, which means to the pupils and teachers of the 
school that each designation identifies the course with the 
C\J 
TA5LE VIII 
SUBJECTS  51  GRADES  IN  ThE PLEASANT  GARDEN  HIGH  SCHOOL 
Ninth Grade Tenth Grade Eleventh Grade Twelfth Grade 
English I 
Algebra I or 
General Matnematlca 
Health and Fhyelcal 
Education 
Home Economics I 
Agriculture I 
English II 
Algebra I 
World History 
English III 
Algebre II 
World History 
Typing I Typing II 
Agriculture II    Agriculture III 
Home Economics II Home Economics III 
Biology Bookkeeping I 
French I 
Distributive Education 
English IV 
Algebra II 
Dramatics 
Economics and 
Sociology 
Health and 
Physical Education 
Typing II 
Bookkeeping II 
French II 
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year  In which It  Is to be taken,   but hes nothing  to  do with 
the  content  of  the study.     The component parts  of English are 
two,   grammar for the first   eighteen weeks  of the first   year 
high school  and litereture   for the next   four and one-helf 
months.     In feet,   as the courses are  taught  in Pleasant Garden 
School,   all four years of   English are divided into   the  same 
two  parts--gremmer end literature.     The difficulty   of  the 
grammar and the  selections   for literature  study are the  only 
characteristics that distinguish the one from  the  other. 
The mathematics   curriculum is   divided into three 
courses,   Algebra I,   Algebra II,   and General Mathematics.     A 
choice   is given  the ninth grede students between Algebra I 
(beginner's  algebra)  and General Mathematics.     This latter 
includes  a study of problems  in arithmetic dealing with a 
variety of  subjects and is usually elected by those students 
who are planning to go to work after graduation.     Even though 
Algebra II  (advanced algebra)   1B listed as an eleventh-grade 
subject   in Table VIII,   it   is also  offered to   the  twelfth-grade 
students.     This gives  tne   students the  opportunity to   earn  one 
unit   in algebra one year and  one in geometry the  next,   since 
these  subjects  are offered only every other year. 
Because  of tne  difficulty of  some students  in plan- 
ning  a full   schedule  for the  year's work,   world history is 
offered to all  those whose  schedule leaves  them free   from re- 
quired subjects during the period in which this history is 
taught. 
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Regardless of   the fact that  the  state  Insists  that 
heslth and physical  education be  Included In the activities 
of  every high school,  many colleges do not recognize the unit 
earned by the  students who  participate   In  the two  courses. 
Furthermore,   many complaints  arise concerning the   content of 
the course,   for health Is  a lecture-study course and physical 
education often  becomes   Just  another play period,   without much 
guidance   In physical or emotional  development. 
If  a minimum speed of thirty  words a minute be at- 
telned and acceptable quality of  copy work be produced,   one 
half unit may be earned by completing first   year typing   (Typ- 
ing   I).     If  an  average of forty-five words  a minute  be attained 
and an acceptable quality and quantity of   copy work be pro- 
duced,   another half unit may be earned by completing second- 
year typing   (Typing II).     These are the only typing  courses 
offered at   the  Pleasant Garden Hlgn School. 
Elementary bookkeeping   (Bookkeeping I),   which In- 
cludes textbook  study,   workbook exercises,   and two   practice 
sets,   Is  offered to the members  of  the  eleventh grade.     Ad- 
vanced bookkeeping   (Bookkeeping II)   Is   a continuation of 
Bookkeeping I   and consists  of  the  seme   elements,   the differ- 
ence   being  in  the   subject matter.     This   course  Is   open only 
to members  of   the   twelfth grade who have  successfully com- 
pleted Bookkeeping I. 
The  only foreign language taught  In the   Fleasant 
Garden High School Is Frenoh,  which Is divided Into two 
courses,   French I  and II.     French I   (beginner's Frenoh)   le 
offered to  the  eleventh grade and consists of a  study of 
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grammar and vocabulary with some reading and translation. 
French II (advanced Frencn) Is a twelfth-grade subject In 
which much attention Is given to reeding, writing, trans- 
lating, and speaking the language.  Students who wish to at- 
tend college are obliged to take French In both the eleventh 
and twelfth grades. 
Vocational Curriculum 
In the strictly vocational field, three courses are 
available to Pleasant Garden High School students; namely ag- 
riculture, home economics, and distributive education.  Most 
people are familiar wltn agriculture and home economics and 
knov; that the one deals with farming and the other with home- 
making, but distributive education is relatively new in the 
vocational field and many school patrons and teachers know 
little about it.  The distributive education course is set 
up according to a plan approved by the state.  The course of 
study or content of the course is also furnished in manual 
form by the state.  The course Includes Information dealing 
with all phases of buying and selling, with methods of getting 
along better with others, and ways of making friends and 
keeping them.  Students who elect this course attend classes 
in the morning and work as sales people in the afternoon. 
They must work an average of fifteen hours each week at a 
regular Job under strict supervision.  Distributive education 
in Pleasant Garden High School Is unique in that it is the 
only course offered in which actual practice Is demanded dur- 
ing the study period and also in that It is the only such 
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course In rural Gullford County.  It is supported by the 
state and federal governments without county aid. 
Requirements for Graduation 
Wnen the requirements for graduation from the high 
school of Fleesant Garden are compared to those of the state, 
differences are found only In the fact that names of subjects 
appear In the local requirements.  Table IX 6hows these dif- 
ferences: 
TABLE IX 
STATE AND LOCAL  REQUIREMENTS  FOR  GRADUATION 
STATE  SUBJECTS LOCAL  SUBJECTS UNITS 
English 
Mathematics 
Social Studies 
Health and Physical 
Education 
Science 
Electlves 
English,   four years of 4 
Grammar and Literature 
Flrst-iear AlgeDra or 1 
General Mathematics 
American History and 2 
World History 
Health and Physical 1 
Education 
Biology 2 
Second-lear Home  Economics   or 
Second-xear Agriculture 
Electlves 6 
Total 16 
Class  Schedule for 19^9-1950 
Many difficulties  are encountered each  year in  at- 
tempting to   establish a   schedule of classes that  will offer 
*7 
the most subjects to the largest number of students.  This 
year four attempts were made before a workable schedule was 
secured.  There are still conflicts In the program, but due 
to the limited number of teacners available, there seems lit- 
tle hope of Improving the class arrangements soon.  The sched- 
ule of classes under which the school operates at present Is 
found In Table X.  The numbers at the top of the columns of 
this table designate teachers and the subjects under each num- 
ber Indicate the courses for which tne teacner Is responsible. 
Number one Is used to Identify the principal of the 
school, and since his duties as principal occupy so much of 
his time, this fact accounts for the few subjects listed under 
number one.  Teacher number two spends only three periods a 
day In oleeses and the remaining time Is devoted to library 
work.  Library work Is essential to the operation of an effic- 
ient school; still when one teacher Is taken from class to 
attend to such duties, the number of courses offered la lim- 
ited.  The school day of teacher number three Is devoted to 
four periods of English and three library periods.  Seven 
class periods a day are assigned to teacher number four. This 
teacher does not have a period free from class duties even 
though biology is one of his subjects. A period for preparing 
experimental materials would be greatly appreciated and would 
probably add to the Interest of the course.  One period a day 
is left free for teacher number five, who devotes six periods 
to class work and one to study hall supervision.  Three per- 
iods of the day for teacher number five are devoted to class 
work and the other four to physical education.  The schedule 
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showa teacnere numbers seven end eight In the classroom four 
periods e day, but since these teachers are vocational teachers 
and work under regulations that forbid them to take other 
school activities, tnelr free time from cless work does not 
make any additional opportunities avellable to the students. 
Many experiments were made to determine the period 
of the day that would be most satisfactory for activities. 
The activity period has been placed at the end of the school 
day, but this Is not working out well, as biology Is scheduled 
for that same period on three days of eaoh week.  Hence, the 
biology students ere deprived of their activity period on 
these three days. 
Enrollment 
The average dally attendance of pupils for one year 
determines the allotment of teachers for the next.  Thus the 
enrollment In the school Is very Important and Is a deciding 
factor in the number of subjects and activities possible In 
en institution.  Still the enrollment In the Pleasant Garden 
High School Is small and absences further reduce the number 
of pupils attending dally.  The enrollment by grades for 19^9- 
1950 Is given In Table XI. 
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TABLE XI 
ENROLLMENT   Bl GRADES 
Ninth Grade M-9 32.^5# 
Tenth Grade 36 23.±6% 
Eleventh Grade 39 25.16# 
Twelfth Grade     27 11.21% 
Total 151 IOO.OO;* 
A critical  examination of Table XI  reveals   that  the 
number of  pupils  dropping out of Pleasant Garden High School   Is 
too  large.     Several factors may be the  cause of  this  condition, 
but   two of these—age   and number of fallures--8eem  to exert  the 
greatest Influence.     During the first  or second year In high 
school most pupils reach their sixteenth  birthday.     The law 
keeps   them In  school until this date,   but afterward  It  Is  Inter- 
est   In  school  thet will hold them.     For many this   Interest  la 
not   sufficient,   and they cease to  attend as  soon as  they are  no 
longer bound by  state  regulations.     The  other cause   of  drop-outs 
la  the number of failures occurring at  the most critical  time  in 
the   school  life  of  the  child,   the time when he reaches the age 
where   he   Is not  obliged to  attend.     The   subjects  In which fail- 
ures occurred,   the number of pupils falling,  and the distribu- 
tion by grades is given in Table XII. 
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TABLE XII 
FIRST  TErtM  FAILURES.   SUBJ ECTS AND  DI3TRIBU1 
GRADES 
'ION 
SUBJECTS FAILURES 
11 
9 10 11 12 
English 8 3 0 0 
Mathematics S b 2 0 0 
Health 12 12 0 0 0 
Agriculture 5 5 0 0 0 
World History 3 0 3 0 0 
Biology 2 2 0 0 0 
Total 41 33 s 0 0 
A glance et Table XII   shows  that all  failures occurred 
In  the ninth end tenth grades,   the ninth accounting for thirty- 
three and the tenth for eight of the forty-one failures.    Tnis 
same  table  also   shows no  failures  In  the   eleventh or twelfth 
grades.     Although this  Is   surprising,   good reason for the lack 
of  failures   after  the  tenth grade  cen be  found In  the  feet  that 
only pupils  whose   Interest  la  sufficient  to cause   them  to  do 
good work remain In classes  after they become   sixteen. 
"Extra-Currloular" Activities 
Some   school  activities which are often  called extra- 
curricular are  potential   creators of   Interest.     Since   the  ex- 
pression extra-curricular Is not used In  the high school at 
Pleasant Garden,   all activities are classed as a  part   of the 
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curriculum.     The activities which take  place outside  the  class- 
room and which do not carry credit pre   the clubs,   the monthly 
newspaper,   the   school   annual,   the   Junior-senior banquet,   and 
athletics. 
Clubs 
Membership In the various clubs  Is  high for the  en- 
rollment  of  the   school,   but  since each  club has members who 
take  part  In otner club activities,   this  Is not surprising. 
Table XIII   shows  the  club membership greater than the  enroll- 
ment  of the  school;   this  suggests  tnat   club activities are 
popular and that  every effort  should be made  to increase  their 
value.     Yet no  attempt has been made   In Table XIII  to classify 
the   clubs according to any scale of importance. 
TABLE XIII 
CLUBS AMD MEMBER3HIF 
CLUBS MEMBERSHIP 
Beta Club 16 
Glee Club 50 
Scouts   (girls) 20 
Four-H  Club 30 
Dramatics Club 20 
Future Farmers of America 40 
Future Homeraakers of America 68 
Athletic Club 65 
Library Club 30 
Distributive  Education Club 20 
Total 359 
The  Beta Club Is a  national honor club Intended to en- 
courage  scholastic efforts in  school.     To be a member of this 
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club a  student must have  an average of   B,   or above,   In his  tenth 
grede   studies.     Upon fulfilling  this condition,   he is admitted 
to tne  club in the  eleventh grade.     In order to remain a member, 
the  student must maintain an average of B.     This  condition for 
membership accounts for the small number of students   in  the  Beta 
Club. 
The  Distributive  Education Club was   established only 
two  years ago,   but  it has  been very active since  tnat time.     The 
members of  this  club are  all members of   the distributive  educa- 
tion   class  and are  all  employed in the field of   selling.     The ob- 
ject   of  tne   D.   E.   Club,   as  It  is popularly known,   is  to   cultivate 
social   correctness and promote  better conditions for the people 
engaged in  selling in the  community. 
Miscellaneous Activities 
The  school newspaper,   the Spotlight,   is  published by 
the   twelfth-grade   students once a month during the   school  term. 
This   paper is  a mimeograph publication in magazine   form,   with 
the  number of  pages varying from month to month according to the 
amount of material gatnered.     Every class in the scnool  is  sup- 
posed to furnish articles for  tne paper,   which is  supported by 
advertisements  and subscriptions. 
The HI-Light,   the  scnool annual,   has been published in 
printed form by the twelfth-grade  students for the  past tnree 
years.     Tnis   book,   a picture  history of  tne activities  and per- 
sonalities  of the  school  year,   is financed by advertisements and 
subscriptions. 
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Three   plays ere   staged each yeer by the   students of 
the   Pleasant Garden High School—the senior class  play,   the  Jun- 
ior class  production,   and the  Dramatic Club entertainment.     The 
eenlor  class  activity fund profits by the  sale of  tickets to  the 
senior  class play,   the   junior class  banquet-fund receives the 
proceeds  from the   Junior class  production,   and the  general school 
fund receives   any profit made   from   the  Dramatic Club entertain- 
ment. 
The athletic program  for boys   In  the Pleasant   Garden 
High School   la   limited to participation  in three   sports,   basket- 
ball,   baseball,   and Softball.     The  basketball  schedule   includes 
twenty games played with teams  from other schools  and practice 
for these games.     Only a few of   the  boys  make the   team and thus 
many are  deprived of  the benefit of  organized activity in ath- 
letics.     Similarly,   the baseball schedule  calls for fifteen games 
with other schools.     Only the   skilled are able to make   the   team; 
thus  the majority of boys ere  not participating in athletics. 
Since  soft ball  is poorly organized,   little Importance  is given 
It  in   the   school's activity program. 
The athletic program for girls  in the high school of 
Pleasant C-arden  is  limited to  basketball.     Hence,   when   the bas- 
ketball  season   is over,   the  athletic activities for girls cease. 
Thus   a greater pert of  the  school   year  Is   left witn no   organized 
activity in sports for girl  participation.     No  attempt   is made 
to organize   Intra-murel  sports for either boys or girls,   but 
with   such a program the  athletic activities of  the   school would 
be greatly improved. 
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Summery 
In this study Florence Stratemeyer's definition of cur- 
riculum has been accepted—an Inclusion of the whole body of ex- 
periences which condition the child and for which the school as- 
sumes responsibility.  This definition eliminates the use of the 
expression extra-currloular and gives importance to all activi- 
ties In which pupils participate In school.  In striving to de- 
vise a curriculum that will meet the needs of the greater number 
of students, school administrators find that their efforts are 
influenced by requirements imposed by the state department of 
instruction, by college requirements that students take certain 
subjects before being entitled to enter college, by local needs 
end conditions, by the desires of pupils who wish only to finish 
high school and by the limited number of teachers available. 
The curriculum of the high school of Pleasant Garden 
adheres rigidly to the state requirements, but does not offer as 
wide a field as could be desired.  However, local conditions are 
such that It will be difficult to enrich the curriculum at the 
present time. 
An attempt has been made to meet the needs of the three 
largest groups of the adult population of the school district— 
the farmers, the homemakers, end sales people.  The farmer Is 
nelped by vocational agriculture, the homemaker is given the op- 
portunity to leern more about her vocation in home economics, 
and the distributive educetlon class strives to improve the con- 
ditions and opportunities of sales persons.  There Is no attempt 
made to care for the needs of the textile mill workers, although 
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this group represents  a large percent of   the  adult  workers  In 
the  school  community. 
The subjects   offered to  the   student   of  the  Fleasant 
Garden High School are  limited In number by the few  teacners as- 
signed to  the school.     Every means   Is   taken however     to make  the 
curriculum as Inclusive  as  conditions  allow.     The enrollment   Is 
small,   only one  hundred fifty-one,   and this enrollment determines 
the number of teacners.     There  seems  to   be  little hope for a 
larger number being assigned to the  faculty soon. 
The number of  students  leaving  school   before graduation 
Is too  large.     There are  two   reasons for tnls condition—not 
enough Interest   created in the   sixteen   year old boys  and girls 
to hold them  In  school  and the number of  failures  In  the ninth 
and   tenth grades. 
The various   clubs   in  the  school   should help to   create 
Interest   in  the pupils to   remain in school until graduation,   but 
some  complaints have been made that  these  clubs  ere  not  exerting 
as much influence as they should.     There are  eleven   clubs with a 
membership of three hundred fifty-nine   in   the  school.     This  is 
greater than the   enrollment,   but many students  are members of 
more   than one club.     The school  paper and the annual   have  little 
influence on the majority of  the students,   for only a limited 
number are connected with these  two  publications.     It   is not al- 
ways  true that   numbers  In an activity  show its   lmportence.     If  a 
more  active part  could be   taken by more  students,   the value  of 
the   school papers would be   enhanced. 
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The atnletlc  program Is  limited to competition between 
schools  end fells to meet   the   needs  of the raejority of the  stu- 
dents,    since only the  skilled pleyers ere  chosen for the  differ- 
ent   teems.     A thorough reorganization of the athletic  progrem 
with emphasis  on lntra-mural   activities would Improve  the posi- 
tion of  athletics  In the  school's  curriculum. 
CHAPTLR V 
PATRONS' OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
To arrive at a logical conclusion concerning the effec- 
tiveness of a school's curriculum, the extent to which It meets 
the needs of the people of the community should be determined. 
The feelings of the majority of the school patrons toward certain 
subjects offered end activities participated In during their 
school life Is an index whloh should show whether or not these 
patrons have derived little or much benefit from such courses and 
activities.  If the larger number of people have the same Ideas 
concerning the value, in their lives, of a given activity or 
course followed, It can be presumed that the impression is cor- 
rect and trustworthy. 
To determine tne opinions of the patrons on the value 
of the curriculum of the Pleasant Garden High School, a question- 
naire wee prepared and three hundred copies sent out.  This ques- 
tionnaire (Appendix C) asked the following questions:  What sub- 
jects do you class among the three best liked subjects? What 
three did you like least? Which helped you most? Wnich were 
less helpful to you? The questionnaire also asked the patrons 
to classify the activities of the school according to the im- 
portance attached to each of them and to suggest desirable changes 
In the curriculum. 
One hundred sixty of the questionnaires were returned, 
but twelve of them were checked in such a manner as to make it 
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Impossible to determine the intention of the person responding; 
consequently, these twelve questionnaires were discarded. 
Results of the Questionnaire 
On the one hundred forty-eight questionnaires accept- 
ed for this study, English was listed as one of the three most 
useful subjects by one hundred seventeen and as the best liked 
by forty-five of those answering the questions.  (See Table XIV.) 
No one checked Engllsn as either the least liked or the least 
useful course.  Home economics, likewise, ranked high in the 
estimation of the school patrons contacted, for forty women 
pieced it among the three most useful subjects taken in high 
school and thlrty-alx listed it as one of the three beet liked 
subjects.  Home economics, like English, was not considered by 
anyone as among the least liked or least useful subjects. 
History placed high in interest, with forty-two Judg- 
ing it one of the best liked subjects, but its usefulness did 
not impress meny people, for only twelve classed it among the 
three most useful subjects they had teken.  Civics did not re- 
ceive a single vote in the useful group, but sixty patrons 
deemed the combination of history end civics of least use to 
them.  Tnese results point to an area In which Improvement is 
desirable.  These conditions may be caused by the number of 
times the teecher has been called away to other duties.  How- 
ever, this condition no longer exists. 
In contrast to history's low rating, algebra's high 
rating as a useful subject Is surprising because twenty-four 
deemed It most useful.  This classification was made mainly by 
TABLE XIV 
CLASSIFICATION OF SCHOOL SUBJECTS Bl PATRONS 
SU EJECT MOST USEFUL LEAST USEFUL 
Engl18h 117 00 
Home Economics ^5 00 
Algebra 2k 27 
Heelth 21 00 
Agriculture IS b 
General Mathematics 12 00 
U. S. History 12 27 
Bookkeeping 12 00 
Civics 12 15 
Latin 6 6 
Physics 3 3 
French 3 39 
Distributive Education  10 2 
Business Arltnmetlc 3 00 
Business English 3 00 
Chemistry 0 6 
Biology 0 42 
Economics 0 6 
Shorthand 0 3 
Total 301 182 
Patrons Responding 97 b9 
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those attending  college,   but   the twenty-seven votes   designating 
it  as  one   of  the  three leest useful  subjects diminishes its ap- 
parent importance.     Not  one  of  the farmers,   housewives,   sales 
persons,   or  skilled laborers  found that   algebra had been help- 
ful   in eny manner.     This  is not  surprising,   for algebra  is  rere- 
ly used by tnese  people  and what Is not  used,   cannot be helpful. 
The   school patrons  rated health high eraong the  three 
most  useful  subjects,   twenty-one placing   It  in this  category. 
Only four considered it  least  useful.     The high rating given 
heelth Is   reedlly understood in the light of the  necessity of 
all  to strive  to maintain their own health and also  that of 
the family group.     let one  thought-provoking fact   developed: 
health was not   placed in the group of best liked subjects by 
anyone.     This mlgnt mean that methods of   teaching   so   important 
a  subject  could be  Improved. 
Inadequacy of  Science   Department 
Likewise  serious   thought  should be given  the  answers 
concerning biology.    Forty-two of those who listed biology as 
one  of  the   subjects  studied in high school  checked it  among 
the  three least  useful  and elgnteen classed it as one of the 
least liked subjects.     These  results  can probably be  escribed 
to   the   conditions under which the  course has been  taught for a 
number of years.     Facilities for laboratory work have been very 
limited end the  lecture-demonstration method has been in use. 
Tnis method apparently does  not appeal to   students  and they do 
not  get  as much from It as  could be  desired.     The  facilities 
are   to be   improved shortly,   and plans   are  ready for a  laboratory 
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large enough and so equipped that each pupil will be able to 
perform every experiment   end to   carry on   class projects when 
these are   deemed advisable and useful.     The  plans  also provide 
for darkroom facilities where  slides,   pictures,   end films  can 
be   shown to   enrich the subject matter.     With these  Improvements, 
biology's   importance In the lives of  those who study it should 
increase.     Since all students  are obliged by the  state to  take 
a unit's work  in biology,   this   subject   should be high in inter- 
est end usefulness  to the  students.     One  encouraging  sign  Is 
that   thirty of the   patrons listed biology among the best  liked 
subjects. 
Chemistry has   not  been included in the   curriculum of 
Pleasant Garden High School  for several   years and perhaps  this 
accounts  for its classification.     (See  Table XV.)     Six persons 
ranked it  among  the  three   least  liked and twelve  as  among the 
least useful   subjects.   Likewise physics   is  not  included in the 
school curriculum and only fifteen persons mention It in the 
answers to  the questionnaire;   nine deemed it  best liked,   three 
least  liked,   end three  least useful.     Since neither physics 
nor  chemistry are   taught   In the Pleasant Garden High School, 
It would be a waste of  time   to  strive   to find reasons for the 
classifications given both these  subjects.     Several  requests 
have been made   for a course  in physics,   but until a well-equipped 
laboratory is  provided,   the advisability of   such action  is ques- 
tioned. 
TABLE XV 
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CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECTS Bl PATRONS 
SUBJECT BEST LIKED LEAST LIKED 
English ^5 36 
History 42 42 
Home Economics 36 00 
Algebra 33 39 
Biology 30 18 
Agriculture 30 00 
Bookkeeping 30 00 
Typing 30 00 
French 9 21 
Physics 9 12 
General Mathematics 9 00 
General Science b 00 
Geometry 6 21 
Civics 3 16 
Economics 3 9 
Latin 3 6 
Salesmanship 3 00 
Total 327 222 
Patrons Responding 109 1* 
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Rating; of Agriculture 
Another field of study of the school curriculum In 
which much Interest wss expected to be shown Is that of agri- 
culture.  However, the results of the questionnaire ere dis- 
appointing, Inasmuch as this subject Is not rated In Importance 
In proportion to the number of people In the community who are 
engaged in farming.  Only eighteen listed It among the most Im- 
portant studies end six mentioned It as the least useful sub- 
ject.  One explanation of these results can be found In the 
fact that many of the patrons who now give farming as their oc- 
cupation do not list agriculture as one of the subjects taken 
In high school.  Another explanation of the many failures of 
farmers to list agriculture es one of the most Important sub- 
jects is the fact that some did not have the opportunity to 
attend high school and were thus prevented from teklng agri- 
culture.  Farmers who are now attending agriculture and farm 
machinery repair classes et nlgnt In the Pleasant Garden School 
shop attest the high esteem they have for such Information. 
The Business Field 
The fact that only twelve answers to the question- 
naire rated business subjects as among the three most lmpor- 
tent studies does not Indicate that these courses are not deemed 
Important In the community.  Business subjects have been In- 
cluded in the Pleasant Garden School curriculum for the past 
three years, but only two classes, 1^5 and 1^9- *ave gradu- 
ated since tnelr Introduction Into the school. An evaluation 
of the business courses should be made sometime In the future 
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efter results   can be determined.     The olesses  ere too new for 
a worthwhile  evaluation at  present,   but  It   Is encoureglng to 
note   that sixty-three of those who have had some  business or 
commercial courses classed at   least one of  them among the three 
best   liked subjects.     At  present the  business courses ere not 
complete,   as no general business,   business English,   or short- 
hand   Is  taught.     Shortnand should be  Included In the  curriculum 
In  order  to qualify the  typists for stenographic work.     Short- 
nand was   Included In the   curriculum for two  years,   19^7  end 
194-6,   but there was little   Interest snown;   In fact   the number 
of   students  In   the  classes  did not Justify the time and effort 
of  a  teacher bedly needed to  teach courses where more  students 
would profit.     Because more   Interest and enthusiasm have been 
shown  In  the  business   subjects since  the   courses have been 
better organized,   It Is believed that many from  the   typing 
classes  would enroll for shorthand were It offered now. 
Foreign Language 
Despite the  fact  that only twelve pupils   comprise 
the  membership of both the first- and second-year French classes, 
these two  courses are  retained In the curriculum with the  idea 
of  giving to  those who desire to attend college  the opportunity 
to   earn two units in a foreign language.     However,   the  low 
classification given to French by tne patrons of the school in 
the  answers to  the cmestionneire ie not surprising.    Although 
thirty-nine  deem it of  least use and twenty-one as   least liked, 
these results  do not  show the importance of the  courses nor do 
they reflect the quality of teaching in the French classes. 
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The patrons' Ideas concerning French must be explained In the 
light of two circumstances surrounding its position In the 
scnool.  Frencn is designed primarily for college students, and 
the percent of the student body who usually enter college is 
smell.  Tne second factor wnlcn helps to clarify the seemingly 
unimportant place In the curriculum given French by the school 
patrons is accidental.  Many of the students who have enrolled 
in tne French classes In the pest have done so because of ne- 
cessity.  This class being the only subject offered at an hour 
when the scnedule left certain students free, these students 
chose French to earn credit, and thus fill their dally program, 
olnce many have elected French as an expedient to obtain credit 
and not because of interest or desire, these students, later 
farmers, sales persons, or textile workers, cannot be expected 
to regard a language they never use aa Important. 
New Vocational Subject 
Three years ago a third vocational subject, distrib- 
utive education, was added to the curriculum of Pleasant Garden 
High School, and since then fifty-two boys and girls have been 
enrolled. Distributive education la a course designed to pre- 
pare sales people to do a better Job, to get more pleasure out 
of it by knowing more about what is required of them in their 
whom they work.  Only two classes have graduated since dis- 
„at.-Mifihed in the school; consequently, tributlve education was estaoliehea in 
It is not surprising that only ten classed this course as most 
useful.  Several students have declared that they were enabled 
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to   continue  In   school and graduate because  distributive   educa- 
tion made  It  possible   for them to work  In the afternoons and 
earn money with which to  pay expenses.     The  school   records  show 
that  60  percent of those graduates who  have  been in the dis- 
tributive  education classes are at present working   in a selling 
capacity. 
By the addition of distributive  education  to the  cur- 
riculum the  school authorities provided for the vocational 
training of  three of the   largest occupational groups represented 
in  the Pleasant Garden community—the farmers,   housewives,   and 
sales people.     The textile workers,   however,   who  represent  10.76 
percent  of  the  adult population studied were not  considered by 
the   school's  curriculum planners.     This group has  to  rely upon 
the  treining given  after  they hove obtained a   Job.     This  con- 
dition makes   it  difficult   for some of the   boys   end girls   to  ob- 
tain   employment,   and when   Jobs become   scarce,   it  is   the  exper- 
ienced workers  who are preferred.     It   seems that   some  effort 
should be made   to meet the needs of  this  large segment of  the 
employed persons  of   the   community. 
Patrons'   Needs  In Relation  to Activities 
The   students of  Pleasant Garden High School partici- 
pate   in a variety of activities not directly connected with 
class work.     These activities  comprise the clubs,   sports,   ed- 
iting  the   school  papers,   and the  Junior-senior banquet.     Many 
of  these activities have  been   included In the  school  life of 
Pleasant Garden  for a number of  years,   even when  they were 
classed as  extra-curricular.     Today all activities  of the  school 
are   included in  the  curriculum and are  treated as  important 
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parts of  the   school's program of  education.     Still,   In  order 
to   determine  the   extent to which the curriculum of   the   school 
Is   providing for the needs  of   Its patrons,   It   Is  advisable to 
know what  value  Is  pieced upon the various activities by those 
who have  taken part  in them  end who ere  now out of   school. 
There   Is a  possibility that  too much emphesis   is placed where 
little  profit  can be expected. 
The second pert  of  the questionnaire wis   designed to 
determine  the opinion of  the population  of   the  school   community 
concerning  the value derived from participation In   school  ac- 
tivities not  connected with the  regular  cless work.     The num- 
ber of   replies was   surprising;   of the  one hundred forty-eight 
questionnaires accepted,   one hundred twenty-nine designated 
the activities which the patrons felt had been of most help 
and thirty-six listed those activities of  little or no value 
to the  persons replying.     The results of  tnese two  sets of 
questions  are given   in Teble  XVI. 
3ports 
Sports   (basketball,   baseball,   and the athletic  club) 
led the  activities  deemed most helpful,   with eighty-one of  the 
responses   so  designating  them.     Yet  thirty of   the   responses 
listed athletics  as of little or no value  In the later life  of 
the participant.     The athletic  club is  responsible  for fifteen 
of  the votes  cast  against   this program.     Tne large number of 
people designating the sports program as  of   little or no value 
might   indicate  that  improvement  should be made  in the adminis- 
tration of these  activities.     Accordingly,   Beveral suggestions 
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TABLE XVI 
RATING OF  SCHOOL ACTIVITIES  Bi PATRONS 
ACTIVITl MOST USEFUL LEAST USEFUL 
Basketball 3b 15.5S* 3 5.55* 
Dramatics 33 14.30* 0 0.00* 
Baseball 24 10.39* 12 22.22* 
Scouts   (girl) 21 9.C9* 3 5.55* 
Athletic Club 21 9.09* 15 27.76* 
Debating  Club 21 9.09* 0 0.00* 
Distributive  Education 
Club 9 3.94* 0 o.co* 
Library Club 3 1.29* 3 5.55* 
Four-H Club 3 1.29* 3 5.55* 
Total 
Patrons Responding 
231        100.00* 
129 
54        100.00* 
36 
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for Improving athletics will be given In Chapter VI of this 
Investigation. 
In addition to athletics, the school curriculum pro- 
vides clubs end activities designed to satisfy the needs end 
Interests of the students of Pleasant Garden community. 
Clubs 
The club membership is large when compered to the 
enrollment in the high school, for there ere 359 students 
participating in club activity, while there 1B an enrollment 
of only 151 In the high school.  Tnls large membership is due 
to the fact that many pupils ere active in more then one club. 
The ten clubs and their membership are shown In Table XVII. 
The Beta Club is a national honorary club designed 
to foster and encourege scholeetlc achievement.  The require- 
ments for admittance in the club are exacting end this accounts 
probably for the relatively small number who belong.  Before 
one is admitted to the Beta Club, it is necessary that he at- 
tain an average of B or above in his tenth-grade school work, 
and after he becomes a member, he must malntein this average 
if he wishes to retein his membership.  Meetings of the club 
are held bi-monthly during the school year.  Eighteen of the 
school patrons who hed been members of the Beta Club classed 
it, in the responses to the questionnaire, es being of most 
help to them, and no vote was cast against its usefulness. 
The position of the dramatics club has been improved 
by the addition of a regular dramatics class in the school cur- 
riculum.  Before the beginning of the scnool year, 19*9-1950. 
TABLE XVII 
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SCHOOL CLUBS AND MEMBERSHIP 
CLUBS MEMBERS 
horaemakere 
Athletic Club 
Glee   Club 
Future Farmers 
Library Club 
Four-H Club 
b6 
50 
40 
30 
30 
Distributive Education Club 20 
Dramatics 20 
Scouts (girl) 20 
Beta Club 16 
Total Membership 359 
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the dremetic8 club was composed of those students who were 
chosen to take part In one of the two pleys staged In the school 
each year, but no effort was made to cultivate the talents of 
pupils who were not chosen for these plays.  Since drematlcs is 
now taught In class, more pupils are reached end the casts for 
the plays ere chosen eccording to the ability and the Interest 
displayed by members of the drametlcs club.  This method of 
choosing those taking pert In the dramatic productions stimu- 
lates more Interest during the class period and choices of cher- 
ectera seem to meet less criticism from the student body.  The 
drametlcs club membership Is limited to tnose who ere enrolled 
In the dramatics class. 
The replies to the questlonnelre from the college 
students are responsible for the high piece given the Glee Club 
In the field of usefulness.  Eighteen of those ettending col- 
lege voted It as one of the most useful ectlvitles.  This Is 
easily understood when It Is considered that most of the col- 
lege students ere to some decree connected with music In their 
school ectlvitles.  Tne patrons not In college did not think 
so highly of the Glee Club, for six of them considered it In 
the class of the leeet useful.  There ere several conditions 
whlcn might be responsible for the little importance atteched 
to Glee Club activities by the school petrons who ere not In 
college.  One of these Is the lack of a regular public school 
music teacher; another la the feet that no credit is given for 
perticipetlon; another is that there is no regular period set 
aside for muslcel ectlvitles; and the lest fector is the fact 
that e tuition fee Is cherged for belonging to the club.  With 
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a better organized program,   this  club might have more  Influence 
on tne lives  of   Its members. 
The  youngest club  In the school   Is  the Future Home- 
makers of America.     This   club was organized In May,   19*9>   and 
became ectlve only with the  opening of the 19*9-1950  school 
term.     This  probably accounts  for the  smell number of votes 
classifying   It  as  of most  use.     Had tne   questionnaire listed 
this   club as the Home Economics Club,    It   Is felt  that  there 
would have  been  a  better response,   as more patrons would neve 
understood what  was meant. 
Still  anotner group tnst has  been In the  Fleesent 
lerden High School for only a short time   Is the  Distributive 
Education Club.     When the  distributive  education course was  In- 
troduced in tne   fell  of  19*7.   the  club came  In as  a   part of  the 
activities  of  the course.     The membership of   the club has been 
reletlvely  smell,   as members  have to  meet special   requirements 
before  tney can  belong.     Sucn requirements are to  be a member 
or   tne distributive education  class,   to  have  e  steady pert-time 
job,   to  work et   least fifteen  hours  e  week In a   selling  capac- 
ity,   and to be   at least   sixteen years of ege.     Tne  purpose  of 
this club is to   promote   social  correctness  in dealing with oth- 
ers and  to  encourage  self-expression by partlclpetlon in all 
club programs end discussions. 
If the  lack of  interest  expressed by the   school  pa- 
trons   in the Four-H Club  (three placing   It  in the   important 
group and  three   clessing   It es  of no  importance)   is  to  be  taken 
as  an  index of   its  signlfioance,   it  rates very low.     This  is 
not  surprising  for the Four-H  is a   club witn all   its  real  activity 
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centered In the homes of the ohlldren rather then in the school. 
The advisability of hpvlng such a club In the school is ques- 
tionable. 
The results of the questionnaire on activities snould 
cause some serious tnlnking on the part of the school adminis- 
trator end on that of the teacners end sponsors.  This thinking 
should lead to some definite plens for bettering the conditions 
of the ectlvltles of the school.  Moreover, this improvement 
should cause the curriculum to meet, In a more satisfactory 
manner, the needs of those whom the school Is supposed to serve. 
Changes Recommended in the Curriculum 
No profit can be derived from any investigation or 
study unless such investigation or study gives means by which 
Improvements may be ecr.ieved.  Hence, in order to make this 
study useful in currlculer planning, certein recommendations 
are given in Table XVIII. 
Because no one made any recommendation concerning 
the subjects directly connected with vocational training, home 
economics, agriculture, and distributive education, it is pre- 
sumed that the vocational needs of the patrons are fairly well 
met. It is surprising, however, that no mention of the need 
of a textile course was made, as 10.76 Percent of the employed 
adults contected are working In textile tredes. 
Another vocational group whose needs are apparently 
not met by the school curriculum is the clerical group.  This 
zroup represents 3-2 percent of the adult patrons, and 22 per- 
cent of those contacted requested edditlon of more business 
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TABLE XVIII 
RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN THE CURRICULUM 
CHANGES RECOMMENDATIONS 
Add Shorthand 15 l4.&6* 
Add Journalism 10 9.80* 
Add Music Class 10 9.60* 
Improve Physical Educetlon Cours 8 9 6.62* 
Add Foreign Languages 6 5.68* 
Add Bible Study 6 5-68* 
Improve Biology Instruction and 
Provide Laboratory 5 4.90* 
Add Composition Class 4 3-92* 
Add Literary Club 4 3.92* 
Improve Chapel Programs 4 3-92* 
Provide for Regular Vocational 
Counseling 4 3.92* 
Add Business Engllsn 4 3.92* 
Add Business Machine Instruction 4 3.92* 
Add Woodwork Instruction 4 3.92* 
Add Mechanics (auto) 3 2.9^-* 
Add Mechanical Drawing 3 2.9^* 
Provide Greater Choice of 
Electlves 3 2.9^* 
Stricter Discipline Enforced 
Add Geography 
2 
2 
l.9b* 
1.96* 
Total 102 
100.00* 
Patrons Responding 70   — 
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courses.  Fifteen percent suggested two years of shorthand, 
end 7 percent wanted business English and business machine 
instruction added to the curriculum.  Tne recommendation ask- 
ing for two years shorthand Is a valid request lnasmucn as 
those who ere now In, and those who wish to enter, the cleri- 
cal field need shorthand.  A large number of the patrons are 
engaged in clerical work, end many of the students in the school 
desire to enter this kind of employment when they greduete. 
Three and nine-tenths percent of the pp.tron group 
asked for woodwork in the school shop.  This request could eas- 
ily be granted, because tne needed equipment end a teacher ere 
available.  However, the instructor is the vocational agrloul- 
turel tesoher and works under regulations that prevent the ad- 
ministration from using his services out of the field in which 
he teaches.  Were woodwork taught, It would have to be in con- 
nection with the regular agriculture class and of necessity be 
limited to the agriculture students. 
With 11.* percent of the patrons listing Englisn as 
one of tne three most disliked subjects and 19 percent placing 
History in the same category, measures should be taken to im- 
prove the quality of instruction In these two subjects.  The 
instruction in the biology course should be Improved also, since 
21 percent of the patrons deem it one of the three least liked, 
and 20 percent feel that it is one of the three least useful 
subjects.  Plans are now ready to add laboratory facilities so 
that e better course in biology can be offered. 
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Reorganization of Athletic Department 
A recommendation that should be taken seriously Is 
the one concerning the athletic program.    Wnen 55«55 percent 
of the   school   patrons   deem a  program of  lesst use,   there   Is 
reason to question the method or organization of  the activity. 
A reorganization of  the athletic program to fit  the need of  all 
pupils of  the school,   not   Just  the few who are  selected to take 
pert   In competition between   schools,   would do much  to ennance 
the value of   athletics.     Recommendations that are   designed to 
edd value to  tne  program provide for organization  of lntra-mural 
activity end lessening of the   importance  of contests between 
acnools.     With all pupils  actively participating under guidance 
and  supervision,   it   Is felt   by the patrons of  the   school that 
the program would be of much greater importance  in the lives of 
the   pupils  in  the  school. 
In consideration of tne  number of  students  expressing 
a desire to  enter occupations  that require more training than 
can  be obtained in the Pleasant Garden High School   (Table V) 
more  emphasis   should be placed on subjects that  are needed for 
college  entrance,   particularly written English and mathematics. 
Serious  consideration should be given all  the  recom- 
mendations   suggested by the  patrons of  the school,   but the ad- 
visability of   adding a regular Bible   study course   is question- 
able   in the   light  of  court   decisions  in   some of   tne  states which 
nave  declared such courses   unconstitutional.     Requests  for more 
foreign languages made by 5.*S !»"•■*  of  those who  are or who 
have  been connected with the school   is   surprising,   since 14 per- 
cent  of  these   same people  classed French as one of   the least 
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useful and 9*5 percent es the least liked course.  Owing to col- 
lege reaulrementa, one foreign language must be kept In the 
school, but It probably would be unwise to add any besides the 
French which la now teugnt.  To do so would necessitate the 
withdrawal of a teacher from some subject that could be of more 
benefit to a greater number of students then a second foreign 
lsn^usfe. 
The  establlsnment of  a  Journalism end music   class 
recommended In answers to the questionnaire  should be taken 
under consideration and,   If possible,   should be heeded.     Nine 
and elgnt-tentns percent of tnose suggesting changes or addi- 
tions made  this  recommendation.     The   Journellsm cless  could be 
combined with one year of  reguler Engllsn and the time that is 
devoted to  publishing the   school peper could be used as en  in- 
struction period.     On the otner h«*nd difficulties   Immediately 
present themselves  when the music  cless   is   considered,   for there 
is,   first,   no  public school music teacher evellable,   end,   second, 
there will   be   difficulty In  scheduling   such e class   so that   it 
,111 meet  the  needs of   the greatest number of students.     Until  a 
reguler instructor is furnished by the   state,   there   seems  to  be 
little hope of   any change In music trelnlng  In  the Pleesant Gar- 
den Hlgn School. 
Another cnan« recorded,   tne Edition of a «g»l.r 
I, needed.    «,.«   U no o,?anUed .«„* to offer tne yoong 
A      The difficulty in this   situation  is 
people the help they need.    The auiicu 
-     **  on   the work  that is needed to be the  lack of   teachers  to  do all  the wor 
♦hot   it  18  supposed to be accompliened.     The 
done   in the time   that  it  is  suppo 
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lack of guidance  Is  felt  by all,   but  3*92 percent   specifical- 
ly asked tnet   steps  be  taken to correct the   conditions surround- 
ing  the  vocational   counseling opportunities for the  students. 
Summary 
A questionnaire   (Appendix A)   wes prepared to deter- 
mine the   patron's  opinions of   the curriculum of   the Pleasant 
harden High School.     Three  hundred copies of  tne   questionnaire 
were   sent   out   and one  hundred   sixty responses were   received. 
Twelve of   the   responses had to be  discarded because   the   inten- 
tions of   the persons responding could not  clearly be deter- 
mined.     One hundred forty-eight of the questionnaires were ac- 
cepted.     The   results were given in Tables  XIV and XV. 
The  patrons were  also ae'/ed in  the   same  question- 
naire to   evaluate  the   clubs  and activities  included in the  cur- 
rlculum.     These results were shown in Table XVI.     Table XVIII 
,lves the   changes   in  the  curriculum recommended by  the patrons. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY,    CONCLUSIONS,   AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
In order to study the  curriculum In tne   light of 
the  needs  of   the   community,   it wee neceseery to determine 
the  occupations or vocations of   tne patrons,   the value pieced 
on different   subjects by the patrons,   the vocational  prefer- 
ences   expressed by the   students of the   school,   the   evaluation 
of   activities  by the patrons,   end the changes  in the curricul- 
um suggested by the patrons. 
The  vocations  or occupations   of the   school  patrons 
were   determined by a  questionnaire.     (Appendix B)     The results 
of   this questionnaire,   given in Table II,   showed that 26.02 
percent of   the   patrons of the  school were full  time housewives, 
15.12 percent   of them were  farmers,   10.76 percent were textile 
workers,   and 10.62 percent were  sales  people.     Tnese four 
groups  embraced over 60  percent of  all   the petrons  responding 
to   the  questionnaire.     Tne  remaining 4C  percent were  scattered 
over thirty-seven occupations. 
In the study of the   curriculum of the  school,   it was 
found that  four factors affected the   curriculum structure of 
the  institution.     These  factors were the  state department of 
public  instruction,   college  entrance  retirements,   local  needs, 
end the   small   number of teachers assigned to the  faculty.     The 
curriculum adheres closely to  the  state requirements but   is 
not  as broad as   could be  desired. 
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The   opinions  of  the patrons  toward the   subjects anri 
ectlvlties  included in the  curriculum of  the Fleasent Garden 
High School was   determined by a questionnaire.     Of   the tnree 
nundred sent  out,   one hundred sixty were  returned. 
Conclusions 
From  the  information furnished In the answers to   the 
questionnaire,   the following  conclusions were drawn: 
1. The  vocational needs of most of the   patrons of 
the   school are  being met. 
2. The laboratory facilities for  science are not 
edeauate. 
3. Some activities should be discontinued end rep- 
ul8r classes formed in their stead. 
4. The counseling program Is not adequate. 
5. The sports program is not meeting the needs of 
the greater number of the students. 
b.  The business courses do not meet the needs of 
the patrons who enter clerical Jobs. 
7.  Chapel programs are not given the importance 
that they deserve, and these programs are not scheduled. 
S.  Discipline is lax, at times, In the halls of the 
nigh school building. 
9.  Not enougn emphasis is given to the importance 
of correct spelling in ell assignments. 
10.  Instruction in the high school Is not as well 
organized as it could be. 
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Recommendations 
In consideration of the facts cited in the preced- 
ing chapters concerning the occupations of the patrons, the 
evaluation of the subjects by the petrons, the vocational 
preferences expressed by the students of the school, and the 
changes or additions suggested by the patrons, the following 
recommendations regprdlng the Fleaeant Garden High School 
curriculum are made: 
1. Provide vocational training in textile trades 
as soon as possible. 
2. Improve Instruction in biology and provide a 
laboratory with adequate equipment. 
3. Establish a class in Journalism. 
4-.  Establish a cless In music as soon as possible. 
5. Provide time In the school program end a coun- 
selor for vocational guidance. 
6. Organize en intra-mural sports program in which 
all the boys and girls of the school may take part and in which 
less emphasis will be placed on competition between schools. 
7. Include a shorthand course as soon as possible. 
S.  Improve chapel programs and present then", at 
regularly scheduled times. 
9.  Make the health course more practical by reorgan- 
izlnp it. 
10. Provide stricter discipline, especially during 
class period changes. 
11. Empnasize the use of correct spelling in all 
written work. 
c3 
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12.      Improve   Instruction In  the Pleasent   harden 
Klgh School by   ln-eervice  training of teachere. 
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APPENDIX A 
_fiC2UPAlI0N^L_<3p;STI0pAIRE_ 
m 150 
Name 
Number of adults  in the family __  
Place an (X)  in the  square after your vocation or occupation. 
farmer  
Textile Worker_  
Salesperson  
Stenographer  
Electrician . 
Truck Driver  
Telephone Operator^   __ 
l.urse  
Linesman  
Laborer _  
Ministers  
Doctor_  
Plumbers  
Poultry Man_     
Dairy Operators  
Seamstress  
Construction Engineer_ 
Clothes Manufacturer  
Housewifa 
Carpenter  
Mechanic  
Student  
Furniture Maker_ 
Painters  
Railroad Worker, 
 [_Express Clerk _ 
Teacher . 
Machinist . 
Tile Setter  
lawyer  
Pressers  
Meat Packers  
Newspaper Man_ 
Postal Clerk  
Lumber Man_ .  
Tobacco Worker_ 
Place the fraction * in the square after the occupation in which you 
are engaged part  of your time. 
Do you work in the  school community?    Yes         
APPENDIX  B 
VOCATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
65 (ct'5Q 
;;ame -Ag0 Sex 
Srade 
When you finish high  achool are ypu going to college)    Yes 
If answer is yee,  which college)  
No 
Which do you expect  to he after graduation?    (Check one.) 
Transportation 
worker 
Secretary 
Teacher 
Railroad worker 
Sales person 
Radio Announcer 
Religious worker 
Mechanic 
Manager 
Librarian 
Lawyer 
:iursc 
Doctor 
Law Enforcer 
Beautician 
iarmcr 
House wife 
Newspaper man 
Carpenter 
Plumber 
Electrician 
Telephone operator 
Telephone  linesman 
Textile worker 
Barber 
Furniture  shop worker 
If you have not  decided on your vocation, check here. 
1 
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APPENDIX C 
CUHftlCOLUM 
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Check units, .completed, .in. High 
lish I  
English      II _ 
English    III 
English      IV 
Algebra,.  .    I   _ 
A1c.q>:ra... n 
(Jepmc try, (Plane) 
..Am* rip, Q History 
■•' arid .History _ 
.SchofllJ 
Bookkeeping 
Typing 
Li 
sultur 
. liCfl 
Dr aaties 
t his ic ... 
Vcic 
French I 
• 
•- 
'Mm  
..?.<? P.R9(RAcs  
gMlfth.  
:r. i s t ry 
Physic: 
Biology 
What years were you in High School?    19 ,   15 ,   19 ,   19 ,   19    , 
List  the 3 host  likpd subjects List  the 3 most useful subjects 
French, II 
.Latin 
General Science 
Business Arithmetic 
Business English 
List  the 3  least  liked subjects List the  3 least useful subject■ 
Name Cccupaticr._ 
•}UESTICCTAiRE APPENDIX C 
College training: 
Freshman 
Junior_ 
Year of Graduation? 
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Sophomore_ 
Senior 
Check those activities which you now feel wore most worthwhile  in in- 
fluencing your character and subsequent work* 
Glee.Club._ 
3nsketh.al.l_.. 
Base nail .w 
Dxiasistics _  
Beta.Club  
Scouts   
Debating Club 
Library Club 
Athletic Club 
F. F. A. 
I...H*. A, „  
Four~H Club 
J)».X,..QXvb..... 
Check those activities which you now feel made very little contribution 
to your character and subsequent work. 
Glee. .Club. _  
Basketball^ 
Basetall. n 
Dramatics  
Beta Club _ 
Scouts 
Debating Club^._ 
What changes  do you  recommend  in the curriculum? 
: 
Library.Club „ 
Athletic..Club, 
'•..Jit. At _ 
F....E...A-. w 
Four-H Club 
D.  S.  Club 
